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April 1968 

. ABSTRACT 

A beam of 140 ±0.5-MeV 'IT was produced at the Berkeley 184-

inch cyclotron and used to study the final-state interactionsof1three and 

four neutrons, and to lo()k for excited levels of the Q! particle through 

the reactions 

'IT
- + 4 He - 4~:< 

.- 'IT + He, 

~ p + 3n, 

~ d + 2n, 

.- 'IT + +·4n. 

Only one such level is found, with an excitation energy of 32 Me V and 

an intrinsic width smaller than our i-MeV resolution. We find that our 

data on the four-neutron final state is best fitted by considering two neu

trons interacting through a 1S0 potential, and the two other neutrons as 

specta:to rs. We find, too, that deuteron production is down by a factor 

of >:::10
3 

from proton production, and that the proton ~pectrum indicates 

a stronger than expected interaction between the three neutrons in the 

final s ta te. 

Lower limits for the production of a tri- or tetraneutron are 

set. 
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The n-n interaction at low energies has been extensively studied 

, 13 2 3 3 
through reactlOns such as D(n, p)2n, H(n, d)2n, and T(d, He)2n, 

and through a different approach by the reaction rr-D - 2n-y,4 where in 

the final state only the two neutrons are strongly interacting. The theory 

for the analysis of the data obtained in these experi:ments is well enough 

k 3,5-7 h 't" td' dh nown t at 1 IS no Iscusse ere. 

On the other hand, data on the three- and four-neutron syste:ms 

are scarce and inadequate, and theoretical predictions are contradicting 

and inconclusive. 

A. Three-Neutron Syste:m 

The 3n has been searched for through the reaction 3H (n, p)3n. In 

1965 Ajdacic et al. reported observing a proton distribution of energy 

that led to an 3n bound by about 1 MeV. 8 This experi:ment was repeated 

later at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 9 and no evidence for the exis-
3 . 

tence of the n syste:m was observed. 

A paper by Mitra and Bhasin 10 predicts the existence of the 3 n. 

They argue that only a :moderate 3p attractive force is needed between 

all neutron pairs to yield a bound 3n syste:m, and they predict an 

(LSJ) = (1, 3/2; 1/2) state as the :most likely, with (1, 3/2, 3/2,) a second 

best. Mitra and Bhasin co:m:ment that the existence of the 3n is indepen

dent of the 4n , for in the latter the 1S0 repulsive interaction plays the 

bigger role, while such a force is negligible in the 3n case. 

It is worthwhile not;ing that the rule of Baz', Goldanskii, and 

Zel'dovich, which states that the binding energy of the (2:m + 2)th neu-

tron is always greater than the binding energy of the (2:m + 1)th neutron, 
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. 3 4 
and which would tie the nonexistence ofn with the nonexistence of n, 

d~es not necessarily apply to the lightest nuclei, for it is derived from 

shell-model considerations. 

, " . 11 . 
Okamoto and Davies assume a (1, 3/2,. 1/2) state too, but ob-

. 3 . ," '".,' 
,tain an n state unbound by about 10 MeV. They use potentials with 

'.<, ,,' ' , ,. " ' 3 3 ' 
parameters consistent With the known H and He data. They point out 

that light neutron riuclei should also; be uribotindaccording to the system

atics ·of nuclei with' n = 3 and '. n~ 2.' 

Phillipsj,using the Faddeev equations and what'is known of the 

two-nudeon interactions,~2.arl'iv~s at an unbound 3 n . All the, authors 

referred to make the drastic assumption that the interactio;ns in the 

thr~e-nucleon systems are due to a combination of pair interactions. As 

, 13" 
pOInted out by Noyes"these approache,s are not far enough along to 

" ~ .. 

show if experimental d?-ta ca.rl be interpreted purely in this way. or. if ac- . 

~al three- body .forces exist., 

B. Four-NeutronSystern 

The 4n: has been searched for by looking for its signature in 

breakup 'af medium-weight nuclei, 14 or breakup of light nuclei such as 

:.. JL , 4 '3H 15, 16 (I' th·' ," d . f h ' 
1T, I - n ' , e. n, 1S same experIment etectlon 0 t e reac-

~ 7 3 4 15' " ,., ,4 
tion 1T Li - . H H, with T = 1 or T = 2 for the H. was also re-

ported. ) 

Another approach has be~n to observe the effects of the interac-

tions of the four neutrons ,on the phase space of one obs~rved parti,cle. 

Such an experiment can shed light not only onthe existenceofa bound 

state, but also on the ,actual interactions between the neutrons. 
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The reaction studied was "IT- 4 He -+ "IT + 4n. 17,18 4 
No n was 

found, and the CERN group 18 that performed this experiment finds a 

phase space for the "IT + that ca~ be explained by a final- state interac-

tion between two neutrons only. The resolution in this experiment was 

4 
an order of magnitude larger than the expected binding energy of the n, 

and therefore the results are not conclusive. 

Tang and Bayman predict that two dineutron clusters will not be 

bound, and further, that the relative energy of the dineutron clusters 

goes down monotonically as a function of increasing radius. 19 This 

would lead one to believe that no 4 n resonance exists either. They use 

for their calculation the n-n singlet- even potential and a triplet- odd 

potential assumed to be zero except for a hard core of small radius. 

These authors point out that inclusion of a weak attractive potential in 

the triplet-odd state does not change their conclusion. 

The question of the
4

n is tied directly with excited states of 4 He , 

and a review of this field is of cons equence. 

C. 
4 . 

Excited States of He 

The literature abounds with experimental data and theoretical 

I · h 4 20- 29 ana YSIS on t e He nucleus. An adequate review is afforded by 

29 Argan et al. They summarize what is known about the problem as 

follows. One can believe either' 

1. (a) the triplet 4a_ 4He)[~ _ 4Li exists, 15,30,31 with E~' 24 MeV, 

and T= 1; 

(b) the reported levels at 21 and 22 MeV are the same, with T = 0 

(they could represent the P3/2 - P 1/2 spin orbit splitting, but then a 
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T = 1 value would be expected as above. For such a T value excited 

states of 4Li and 4H should exist at ~ 22 MeV. Experimentally they 

have not been seen); 

(c) there exists a T = 2 state at 30 MeV; 

2. 

(d) the 20-M~V level exist~ and has T = 0 or indefinite isospin; or 

32 
The 20-, 24-, and 30-MeV levels are "quasi states, II the only "true'l 

level being the one at 22 MeV with T = 0; there should exist a second 

"true"state with ~ 24 MeV and T= 1.' 

They conclude with the' observation that present knowledge of the nuclear 

structure of 4 He is scanty and sometimes contradictory. 

A more recent review of the problem is afforded by Meyerhoff 

and TdITlbrello.
33

.In their .review of the problem they conclude that a 

series of level.s exists in 4H~ afexcitation energies between 20.2 and 

28.5 MeV, even though they mention that there are indications of the 

existence of a level ·"around 30 MeV." 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS 

A. Introduction 

We decided that the interaction of negative pions with 4He nuclei, 

if studied at high resolution, could yield vC).luable information about the 

probleITls presented above. 

Of the many reactions produced by the 'IT at energies lower than 

those necessary for the production of a second 'IT, we decided to study the 

chanrtels 

- 4>:< 
( 1) 'IT + He, 

p + 3n, (2) 

d + 2n,' ( 3) 
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and the double charge- exchange reaction 

1T + + 4n. ( 4) 

In all these channels one particle in the final state is charged, and 

this affords an easy measurement of its momentum. The reactions men-

tioned are of interest because: 

(1) it can yield excited states of 4 He with T = 0, 1, and' 2; 

(2) the high-momentum end of the proton spectrum will reflect the 

final- state interactions of the neutrons with low relative energy; 

(3) the deuteron spectrum is distorted by p.-n interactions; 

(4) the phase- space distribution of the 1T + yields information on the final

s tate inte ractions of the four neutrons. The 1T + -N interaction cros s section is 

much smaller than the n-n cross section and does not affect the 1T + spectruIn 

in an appreciable way. 

We expect that the peaks produced by the channel (1) will be readily 

identifiable frOIn the SInooth background produced by inelastic scattering of 

the 1T - in which the final state contains Inore than two particles (i.e., 4 He 

breakup). These breakyp reactions, together with charge exchange; will 

produce low-energy protons and deuterons, the thresholds for these reactions 

being lower than the ones froIn (2) and (3) by about a piott's rest mass. 

Since we are not interested in the low-energy end of the proton or 

deuteron spectra, these backgrounds can be discriminated against by kine-

Inatic considerations. 

The 1T
O

, S produced in charge exchange reactions yield e +, s through 

Dalitz decay. We studied this source of background by a Monte Carlo 

Inethod and decided that the positron acceptance of our spectrometer was 

negligible in the region of interest, and. no 1T + - e + discriInination was 
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riece s sary. 

B. Experimental Layout 

A 242 ±0:50-MeV/c 1T- beam was f~cused on a liquid- ~e target, 

and the products of the reactions were momentum-analyzed at20 'deg in 

the laboratory system (lab) by' a magnetic spectrometer, to be described 

late,r. 

This particular beam energy was chos en because it allowed simul

taneous analysis of the ir +, p, and D spectra at 20 deg when the maximum 

field attainable in our rnagnetwas used {therefore, at maximum attainable 

resolution). The target'exit angle of 20 deg was chos-en for experimental' 

convenierice. 

C. Beam 

The pion beam was produced when the circulating' 735-M.eV proton 

. .' ", " . 
beam of the 184-inchBerkeleycyclotron was allowed to strike an internal 

Be target. 1twa~ first bent thro~gh 90 deg in the cyclotron's own field 

and then another 90 deg in an external rnagnet. This large bend provided 

high momentum separation at the target, which consisted of a 9XZXZ-in. 

liquid-He fl.ask, the long axis being parallel to the beam direction. , 

The beam was monitored by two sets of counters {see Fig. 1}. Ai' 

A'l' A 3, ~nd A4 were four 6X1.5X1/3Z-in. counters overlapped in pairs 

(Ai and A Z' A3 and A4) so as to yield 3/4-iil; horizontal resolution. B l' 

BZ' and B3 were ZXO.5X1/3Z-in. -and were overlapped so that they covered 

a ZX1-in. -ar~a, with 1/4-in. horizontal resolution. 

Scattering was minimi~ed along the beam line by a combination of 

He gas bags and vacuum pipes. An integral range curve of the beam 
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was taken by the use of Cu absorbers, and it was found that it consisted 

of 58±10% 11"-'S, 28% f.1-,s, and 14% e-'s. 

For a fine determination of the beam spectrum a thin (3/ 16-in. ) 

carbon target was positioned at 45 deg to the beam, and the elastically 

scattered negative pions were momentUIu-analyzed by the spectrometer . 

. The total spread observed was ±O.50 MeV/c HWHM at 237 MeV/c. (No 

correction was made for energy loss in the target.) This allowed us 

also to check the calibration by detecting at the same time the first ex

. dted level of C 12 at 4.4 MeV, as seen in Fig. 2. 

D. Spectrometer 

Figure 1 shows the spectrometer layout. If the magnetic field, 

an entrance line, and an exit point are known in a particle's trajectory, 

the momentum of that particle is uniquely determined. If a second point 

on the exit path is known, the problem is overdetermined, and consis

tency can be checked for. 

The field was produced by a 16X36-in. BeV "C" magnet with an 

8-in. gap. A 2-in. - thick (S 1) iron shield with an 8-in. gap was provided 

to assure that no bending occurred in the particle's incoming path, and 

two 5/8-in. shields with 2~ X 18-in. holes were added on the exit sides to 

reduce the extent of the magnet's stray field (S2 and S3). 

The coordinates of the incoming track were determined by two 

8 X 8'-in. magnetostricti ve readout spark chambers (Chambers 1 and 2). 

By each side of the magnet we placed a 22 X18-in. spark chamber 

(Chamber 3 or 4) followed by a 49X17-in. chamber (Chamber 5 or 6). 

Counter C was 1/32 in. thick by 4 in. wide by 2-5/8 in. high on the side 
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farthest from the pion beam line and 2- 3/8 in. high on the side closest 

toiL The E and F counters were 25X18XO.25 in. 

Helium gas bags (G
1

, G
2

, G
3

, and G
4

) connected the chambers 

to minimize particle scattering. 

Low-momentum protons and deuterons and all pions went through 

the "EII side of the spectrometer. 
, " 

The heavy particles did not reach 

the E counters"b~cause an alum'inum slab placed bet~een Chamber 5 

and these counters acted as a filter, completely stopping the protons or 

deuterons; but having practicaliy no effetton the pions. 

The heavy p'articles in the momentum range of interest went 

through the F side of the setup, and the time of flight between the C 

counter and either' F 1 or F 2 was recorded onto tape. 

The time-of-flight data were used to calculate the masses of 

the particles from knowledge,of the momentum and distance traveled 

,(these two parameters were very accurately calculated by the computer). 

Given that we were seeking to sep'ara,te particles whose h1.asseswent as 

M , ::::: 2 M ,::::: 3 M , no, great accuracy in time resolution was neces-p p , p , 

sary for the energy range we worked in. Other data store'd consisted 

of a flag for each of the A, B, E, or F counters that produced the trig-

ger. 

For chambers 1, 2, 3, and 5 to be fired, the logic requirement 

was 

[{A1 0r A2 or A3 or AJ . (B
1 

or B2 or B 3)·(C)] .[(E
1 

or E
2

)·(E 3 or E
4

)]; 

sin:lilarly, for Chambers 1, 2, 4, and 6 to fire we required 

We ran with the 'spectrometer in one of two modes: 

" 
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(i) 'IT, where only ABCE coincidences were accepted, and the data 

on 'IT- - He elastit and inelastic scattering were taken; and 

(ii) iT +, wher~ both ABCE and ABCF coincidences were accepted, and 

+ both the iT spectra and protons and deuterons were observed. 

Runs were effected for each spectrometer mode both with the tar-

get full and empty, to obtain the background cross sections from the tar-

get assembly. 

The spark chambers consisted of four planes of wires: two high-

voltage (HV) central planes and two grounded outside ones. Each HV-

ground pair was fired by a different capacitor. This decoupled each gap 

so that we effectively had two spark chambers in each assembly, with 

only the 90% Ne-10% He gas mixture flowing through the chalnber in 

cOInlnon. A small amount of ethyl alcohol was added to the gas to act as 

a spark quencher, and a 35- V clearing field was used to rec:iuce the sen

sitive time of the chambers. 34 

D t 11 t d b h .. d h d 35 - 38 a a were co ec e y t e magnetostrlchve-rea out met 0 

onto magnetic tape. A novel feature was the use of delay lines to reduce 

the number of scalers needed. These storage devices are discussed in 

Ref. 39. Signals from the magnetostrictive lines were differentiated, 

zero-crossed, and then timed by 20-MHz scalers (Fig. 3). The output of 

each plane in the chambers consisted of a number for the spark position 

and another for the total length or"fiducial" distance. 

Details on the construction and performance of these chambers 

40 
can be found in the thesis by one of the authors (Leon Kaufman). We 

sUInlnarize our findings here as follows. 
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a. Accuracy. Track location accuracy was tested prior to the exper-

" ' 

iITlent by use of COSITlic rays, and later by use of experiITlental data. We 
. t, . 

find that, using 20-MHz scaler's and a wire separation of 1.04 ITlITl, we 'can 

locate the position of the ~parkto within 0.33 inrn. A typical distribution 
. ..'. , ' . t . . ~ . . . , 

of the differen~e between the ti-ack location by' a plane in the chaITlber' and 

the actual track is seen in'Fig.4.' , 

b. Efficiency. Before run:n:ing we checked chaITlber efficiency as a func-

tion of voltage, and found that optiITlUITl. runnip.g conditions were achieved 

at approxiITlate~y 10 kV. 

Twoefficieneies can be consideredher~: 

(i)' Efficiency per plane: For this ,case we say that a wire plane is 

100% efficient if it contributes ,a coordinate for, every event. Once the 

voltage', clea'rtng field, 'gas ITlixture, and triggering delay were fixed 

(astheyrnust'be during running), we checked plane efficiency as a furic-' 

Hon of angle for cases i:6. which no ITlore than two sparks occurred. The 

results are present~d iIi Table 1. 

Table 1. Average pla!le efficiency. , 

ChaITlber Ie 1< 10 deg Ie I ~20 deg 20 deg~e~40 deg 

Front 98.9% ---
Back 96.7% 94.8% 

(ii) ChaITlber efficiency: The data produced by the chaITlbers will sHll 

be useful even though not every plane has contributed a coordinate. It is 

of interest to knov,,- the percentage of four-wire" three-wire, and two-wire 

fits that were present, 'because even though a two-wire fit is enough to 

" 
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determine a point, if we want to resolve the location of two or more 

sparks we need at least three coordinates. Then we define as 100% ef

ficient a chamber where all events are determined by three- or four

wire fits. The data were taken, as in (i), for cases in which no more 

than two sparks were pres ent, and are summarized in Table II. 

Table II. Average chamber efficiency. 

Chamber Four-wire 

Front 93.2% 

Back 87.7% 

Three-wire 

6.7% 

11.6% 

Two-wire 

0.1% 

0.7% 

III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. General Analysis 

Total 

99.9% 

99.3% 

We describe now the program usedfor analySis of the data. The num.

ber of counts between the first and last wires in a chamber plane (fiducial 

counts) were continuously updated. As it turned out, this number did not 

vary by more than one count. The counts produced by sparks were then 

normalized by the fiducial distance, and a generalized least-square routine 

was used to determined the x, y coordinates of the sparks in the chambers. 

This coordinate was given as a projection on the center plane of the cham

ber, so that the information on the z coordinate of each one of the planes 

was not used. 

The next step consisted of determining all the possible tracks be

tween chambers 1 and 2 and between 3 and 5 (or 4 and 6). The former 

were checked to see that they carne from the target and did not hit the 
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magnet pole piece, and then were matched with the lines in the back 

chambers. The tar'get check was done by taking the intersection of the 

lines as given by the front chambers with the plane on which the trajec-

tory of the incoming pion lay, this plane being determined by the A and 

B counters. Thus we couid d~t'ermine the location of the origin of the 
, 

event within 0.4 crn. The matching of the entrance and exit lines of the 

spectrometer was performed hy a polynomial fit, this polynomial having 

been constructed'onthe 'basis ofa previous knowledge of the orbits through 

the magnet. 

Once the correct combination of points was known, the program 

constructed new li,nes between them. This was done by a generalized 

least-square fit to the coordinate as givenby each plane, thus taking into 

accoun.t the z positions of that plane. Such a line was called "best-line. II 

The best-line coordinates were used together ~ith an integration 

and iteration routine to determine the particle ' s momentum. A second 

integration and iteration yielded values for the -momentum that never 

varied by more than 0.1% from the values obtained in the previous step. 

Since just three points and the magnetic field are needed to deter-

mine the momentum uniquely, the fourth point measur,ed can be compared 

with the one pr~dicted by the integration routine. 

For this purpose the differences (.6..e in the horizontal and .6..<1> in 

the vertical planes) between the measured and predicted angles in the 

back chambers \vere determined, and only events within bands 1. 5 deg 

and 3.5 deg wide,respectively, were accepted. Figure 5 shows .6..e and 

its acceptance band. Once the momentum was known, .. the program de-

terrnined whether the particle was a pion, proton, or deuteron from 
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time-of-flight information and flags stored on tape, and corrected the 

momentum for energy loss in spectrometer and target. The energy 

loss of the incoming pion and scattering angle were computed too, and 

a transformation to the center-of-mass system was performed. 

Finally events were weighted to correct for spectrometer accep

tance and iT decay in flight, and histogrammed in 0.5-MeV and i-MeV 

bins. 

B. Error Estimates 

The main sources of error in the determination of the momentum 

are considered below. 

1. Determination of the point of intersection in the target 

This is an important parameter, since the program uses it to 

compute the correct length of liquid He the incoming and outgoing par

ticles traversed, and then, using that distance, corrects for energy 

loss in the target. 

The uncertainty in energy produced by the finite width of the A 

and B counters (see Secs. II. C and III. A) amounts to 0.10/0, 0.10/0, and 

0.25% for pions, protons, and deuterons in the high-energy ends of 

their respective spectral distributions. 

2. Determination of the scattering angle in the target 

The uncertainty in this case is produced by scattering in the 

liquid He and by finite width of the A and B counters . The total un

certainty expected is b:.f)-;::. ±2.5 deg, which produces momenta uncer

tainties approximately equal to the ones above. 
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3. Scattering in the spectrometer 
, , ' 

This factor"':-and, to a lesser degree, chamber coordinate res-

()lution- .. produced an uncertainty in the measured angle of entrartce into 

the magnet. 

We estirnated this q'liantityby approximating the actual field by a 

uniform rectangular orie.: 

We find that inmost cases, including the effects of uncertainties 
. . . . 

in spark location in the chambers, the values are dp/p< 0.6% for pions, 

dp/p < 0 . .2,070 forp,r~tons, an~,dp/p,<0.60/0,£~r deuterons. 

4. Energyresolution 

We estimated then that in the high-energy endof the re'spective 

spectra we would have dE(lT) ~ 1.0 MeV, dEep) ~ 0.6 ,MeV and dEed) ~ 1.2 

MeV. 

IV. RESULTS 

- "4~' - 4~c , ' 
A. , 7T + He and IT + He Channels 

, 
Figur~ 6 shows the scattered IT energy spectrum in the c. m. 

system. 

Our resolution is determined by the FWHM (::::: 1 MeV) of the elastic 

peak. The interesting feature of this spectrum is the large cross sec

tion observed at 32 MeV excitation energy of the a particle. This pos-

, sible ievel is narrower than our experimelltal resolution. 

The cros s sections given ':l-re corrected for (a) f.L - and e contarn-

ination of the initial beam, (b) solid-angle acceptance of the helium tar-

get, (c) spectrometer acceptance, and (d) (IT decay in flight. Theback-

ground has been subtracted, and can be seen in Fig. 6. 
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B. P + 3n Channel 

Figures 7 and 8 show the proton energy spectrum in 2- and 5-MeV 

bins respectively. Superimposed on these we see the distributions to 

be expected from phase space, and the effect of adding the singlet- even 

interaction between two of the neutrons in the final state. 

, 
Cross sections are corrected for factors (a), (b), and (c) as in A. 

The background was negligible. An upper limit of 0.074±.015 f.Lb/sr is 

established for the cross section for production of a trineutron with 

-3 MeV< B. E. < 3 MeV (where B. E. is the binding energy). The 

experimental resolution was ~ 0.6 MeV. 

C. d + 2n Channel 

Only four deuterons were seen in the range from 470 MeV / c to 

thre sholdat 80 1 Me V / c in the lab. This yields the result 

(J - 4 
1T +He -- p + 3n = 1150 ± 500/0. 

(J 1T - + He 4 -- d + 2n 

The integrated cross section for this reaction in the c.m. system is 

(J = 0.0012 ± 50% f.Lb/ sr-MeV. These cross sections are corrected as In 

Sec. B. Background was nonexistent here. 

D. + 
1T + 4n Channel 

+ The resultant 1T spectrum is shown inJ?ig. 9. Superimposed on 

it can be seen :the spectrum predicted by phase space, and the effects 

of adding the singlet-even interaction between two of the neutrons 

in one pair, or between the two neutrons in each pair. We find a slightly 

better fit to the data byusing the second possibility. An upper limit of 

2. 8±1.4X10- 3 f.Lb/ s r is established for the formation of a tetraneutron 
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with a B. E. between -10,and 10 MeV. The experimental resolution 

was 1 MeV, as above. Corrections were made as in A, and background 

was negligible. 

V. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. 
-. 4~~· . 

'IT t He Channel 
. ,..' . ,. . . 

The study of this reaction shows one inelastic peak located at 

32 ± 1 MeV relative to the elastic scattering peak as shown in Fig. 6. 
, , ' 

This level can have a T spin of O~ 1, br 2. Ina previous experiment 

Charpak et al. 21 discovered a 30-MeV level formed in the reaction 

'IT + + 6Li -+ 2~ + 4~:~He. This level is quite wide and overlaps ours, and 

although the authors 'consider~d it as a ln~nifestation of periph~ral re

actions, Tarig41 in~subsequ~:nt paper argues for the, existence of a 'T = 0 

level at :::::30 MeV. Me~sdayand Palmieri
42 

present arguments for the 

existence of a T = 1 contribution to the level at that energy. 

There is evidence 15 that 4H unstable against dissociation exis,ts, 

even though particle- stable 4H has not be'en seen. As we mentioned be

fore, Cohen et. al. observed the reactions 6Li ('IT -, d)4H and 7 Li('IT-, T)4H , 

finding 4H with 0 < B. E. < 5 MeV against its breakup into four free nu-

cleons. 

, 4*· 
There is evidence for· the existence of Li as reported by Tombrello 

30 33 31 
et al.; , furthermore, Beniston et al. obserye that analysis of the 

-' , 4 A - 3 
'IT and p momenta in the decay of the He A hyperfragmenn He A -+ 'IT P He) 

yields eVidence of a 4Li state with an energy that corresponds to ~ 30-MeV 

excitation of the a particle~ Even though Beniston's data are questioned at 

this tinle,the existence of this level seems to be well determined. 33 Our 
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negative results in the TT + + 4n channel tend to indicate that 4n does not 

exist, therefore we believe that the present data indicate the existence 

of the I- spin triplet, and that it corresponds to an excited level of 4 He 

with E:::::! 32 MeV (Fig. 10). 

B. p + 3n Channel 

In the reaction studied, the upper liInit in the cross section for 

forInation of a trineutron with -3 MeV< B. E. < 3 MeV is deterInined to 

beO.074±0. 015X f.Lb/sr. The resolution is better than 1 MeV. 

As seen in Fig. 7 and 8, the proton spectrUIU shows a pronounced 

peaking at 130 MeV. This corresponds to an energy of 53 MeV for the 

three neutrons in their center of Inass. The proton spectruIn was not 

Ineasured below 80 MeV. The reason for this is that froIn approxiInately 

- 4 0 4 
this point down the 1i' He -- p 3n TT channel and He breakup reactions 

contribute, and the spectrUIU of the proton is no longer uniquely deter-

Inined by the reaction of interest. This Inakes the norInalization non-

unique too. On the other hand, we can reasonably aSSUIne that, froIn the 

quick drop in cross section observed around 90 MeV, Inost of the area of 

the curve concentrates in the region Ineasured. 

ThecoInparison of iIUIUediate interest is Inade with respect to phase 

1 space and phase space altered by the So interaction between two of the 

neutrons in the final state. (The Pauli principle voids the possibility that 

Inore neutrons can be in a relative S state.) For this interaction we use 

standard effective- range theory with a 70-keV scattering length. 

The results are shwon norInalized in two ways. In Figs. 7 and 8 

we cOInpare the spectra with equal areas in the region where IneasureInents 
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. . 

were performed; in Fig. 11' we see the same spectra normalized in such 
I 

a way that the peaks are at the sam~ height. It is easy to see that the 

spectra shown differ ~idely 'from that observed. We call the reader's 

attention to the fact' that addition of' a final::' state interaction betw<::!en the 

proton and one (or :~or~) of the neutro~~ will shift the p~oton spectrum 

tbwards .the low-energy '~nd, contrary to what is 'seEm. 

Asa purely phenomenological fit we used a Breit- Wigner-like res-

onance among the three neutr'ons, assuming the decay of the p-3n system 

to go through an £ = 1 channel. This makes the width proportional to the 

third power of the r~l~tive momentu~. The results provide a satisfactory 

fit to the data, and can be seen in Fig, 12, curve C. 

A ,pos slbility to' consider is that we are dealing with a direct

reaction mechanism. I~ this case, the high-energy protons would ,arise 

f~om 11'- absorption byp-p pairs, produ~ing a proton and a neutron which 
. I' . . 

share the energy of the pion, and two pther neutron!) that are spectators 

and carry energies' of the order of their Fermi m?menta in the QI nucleus. 

Were this 'to be a piIrely two-body absorption, we would expect the proton 

to carry about 122 Me V in the c.m. system; this is lower than the ob

served most probable prpton energy of 130 MeV. The width of this peak 

(caused by the internal energy of the target nucleons) sh~)Uld heapprox

irnately 20 MeV, narrower than the observed width. Since this mech-

anism does not seem to match the data, we should' consider the possibility 

that the observed effects are due to a three:' body interaction. 

With the data available at present we can gi've no simple answer. 

Further experirnents providing c~nsiderably more data will be needed in 

order to clarify these points. 
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C. d + 2n Channel 

The low cross section found for this reaction yields a low probability 

for the dnp and dd cOITlponents of the wave function of the O! particle. 

FurtherITlore,. it tends to indicate that the final- state interaction between 

the proton and one of the neutrons in'the p + 3n channel is sITlall. 

D. + 
'IT + 4n Channel 

The 1~MeV resolution achieved in this experiITlent allowed careful 

search for a tetraneutron. For a binding energy between -10 MeV a.nd 

10 MeV, anupperliITlitof 1.38±0.69X10-
34 

cITl2/sr-MeVis set for tetra-

neutrori fo rITlation unde r the given conditions. 

The 'IT + energy spectruITl is in agreeITlent with that obtained by Gilly 

et al. 18 in that the best fit corresponds to two neutrons interacting through 

a 1S0 potential, the interaction of the other not being strong enough to af

fect the spectruITl appreciably. Our ITlethod of ITleasureITl.ent does not al

low us to deterITline whether the two neutrons in the 1S0 state were pro

duced by double charge exchange or were spectators. 

No effects froITl the three-neutron interaction seen in Sec. C. ITlan-

ifest theITlselves here. This would follow frOITl the arguITlents, presented 

by Mitra and Bhasin, 10 that P forces play the dOITlinant role in the three

neutron systeITl, while the kernel for the iSO-wave part of the force (which 

predoITlinates in the two- and four-neutron case) is repulsive. 9, 10 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Spectrometer layout. 

Fig. 2. 1T +C elastic- scattering spectrum. 

Fig. 3. Simplified logic for magnetostrictive signal processing. 

Fig. 4. Deviation of measured coordinate from best line for 

chamber 2, plane 1. 

Fig. 5. Distribution of b.8. The displacement of the center of the 

distribution is due to a 1/32-in. displacement of the rig used to 

map the field. 

Fig. 6. (a) Full spectrum, (b) inelastic- region spectrum, and 

( c) background events. Bin width for (a) is 1 MeV; for (b) and 

(c) , 0.5 MeV. 

Fig. 7. Proton spectrum, with 2-MeV bins, p + 3n channel. 

Fig. 8. Proton spectrum, with 5-MeV bins, p + 3n channel. 

+ + Fig. 9. 1T spectrum, 1T + 4n channel. . (a) 5-MeV bins, (b) i-MeV 

bins around threshold for n 
4 

production. 

Fig. 10. Some observed levels and thresholds for the A = 4 system .. 

Fig. 11. A comparison of the observed with the computed spectra, 

p + 3n channel. 

Fig. 12. Proton spectra. 

A. Phase space. 

B. Phase space distorted by n-n interaction. 

C. Breit- Wigner fit for a 3-n system unbound by 15 MeV, and 

a width r = 65X10- 8 k
3 

(k in MeV). 
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